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Darwin Perennials®
1. Digitalis hybrida PPAF ‘Balroxose’ Arctic Fox Rose
This beautiful hybrid Digitalis offers much needed Winter hardiness for northern
growers, plus Summer-long flowering for southern growers. It adds striking
impulse color for perennial tables and flowers all season long. No vernalization
is required and one pinch is all it needs. Arctic Fox Rose is ideal for 2.5-quart and
1.5-gallon pots, and it is hardy in Zones 5 to 9a.

SUPERBLUE
SUPER BLOOMS

2. Nepeta hybrid PPAF ‘Balneplud’ Nepeta Blue Prelude
This first-year-flowering, robust plant is hardy in Zones 5 to 9a, and offers superb
performance in the landscape, producing large flowers and a medium controlled
habit over a long flowering season. It scales to 3 feet in the second year. While
resistant to pests and disease, Blue Prelude offers fragrant, minty foliage to
attract pollinators. Featuring a long flowering season, it’s perfect for 2.5-quart and
1-gallon pots.
3. Caryopteris hybrida PPAF ‘Gold Crest’
Hardy in Zones 6 to 9a, ‘Gold Crest’ shows beautiful golden foliage in Spring and
Summer, accented by blue flowers in late Summer and Fall. With a mounded habit
and broad leaves, ‘Gold Crest’ makes a stunning display in the garden, and its
bright color won’t fade in intense sunlight. It’s best in 2.5-quart pots.

Long-lasting, bold color on the
biggest blooms of any Lavandula angustifolia.

For more on these varieties: darwinperennials.com

For scheduling information on how to plan your best Lavender program, visit darwinperennials.com.

PERENNIALS WITH STAYING POWERTM 888 800-0026
Visit darwinperennials.com for current Terms & Conditions of Sale.
©2019 Ball Horticultural Company 1934102-GIE
TM
denotes a trademark of and ® denotes a registered trademark of Ball Horticultural Company in the U.S. They may also be registered in other countries.
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Dümmen Orange
1. Phlox Flame Pro
The Phlox Flame Pro series from Dümmen Orange is a curated sub-series within the
grower-favorite Flame series. All five colors flower within seven days of each other,
making them great for row run production and harvest. A highly programmable
series, Flame Pro matches in habit and bloom time, with great branching and
consistent leaf size. A long flowering window, paired with vibrant colors and large
umbels, make this a perfect choice for retail sales from late spring into summer.
Plants reach a mature height of 14-16” (35-40cm) tall and are hardy in USDA Zones
3-10.
2. Penstemon Pristine
For growers seeking a new Penstemon for spring and summer programs, Dümmen
Orange offers the Pristine series of five selections with large flower spikes and long
blooming period. Pristine features a medium-compact habit, intense colors and
a naturally well-branching habit. With uniformity at the forefront of our breeding
efforts, this series is easily grown under a standard production regimen. Boasting
strong stems and robust architecture, Pristine reaches 14-18” (35-45cm) tall at
maturity and is hardy in USDA Zones 5-9.
3. Delosperma Rock Crystal
Sure to be a consumer favorite with its large, vivid flowers and low-maintenance
care requirements, Rock Crystal is a new Delosperma series available from Dümmen
Orange. Rock Crystal is a compact series suitable for smaller production programs,
from 1 quart up to 1 gallon. Flowering under both short and long days and with
seven colors available, this is an ideal choice for retail color throughout the season.
Mature plants reach 4-6” (10-15cm) tall and are hardy in USDA Zones 6-10.

SPINTOP
COPPER SUN

Sizzling spray of color

GAILLARDIA SPINTOP
•
•
•
•

Selected for large flowers and vibrant colors
Earliest and strongest Gaillardia on the market
Blooms late spring through late summer
Excellent retail appeal and landscape performance
SPINTOP
RED
STARBURST

Discover the difference at DummenOrange.com
Dümmen Orange | 614-850-9551 | Info.NA@DummenOrange.com
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Green Fuse Botanicals
1. Leucanthemum Betsy®
We are pleased to announce that we have finally solved an age-old question:
Size does, in fact, matter. Green Fuse Botanicals announces the full introduction
of Leucanthemum Betsy, the world’s largest flowering, day length neutral, no
vernalization required shasta daisy. Strutting its 6-to 8-inch blossoms, Betsy
screams for attention. Excellent in gallon through 14-inch production, Betsy can fit
programs winter through fall. The flower is so immense that a single flower may
last two to three weeks looking fresh. Seriously, literally, a must have!
2. Dianthus Constant® Beauty Crush Series
Prepare yourself for a sugar rush: the Crush series is just too sweet to ignore. This
all new series crushes all other dianthus with their double bicolor blooms. Like
all Constant® Beauty dianthus, the Crush are also daylength neutral, with zero
cooling required and will continue to bloom through high night temperatures. So,
yeah, basically a perfect dianthus series. Cherry, Pink, Burgundy, Rose and Orange
are all delicious additions to your program. Easily programmable, the Crush series
will reduce crop time by months compared to older series. Zone 4.
3. Lavender Lavish®
Green Fuse Botanicals proudly introduced the Lavender Lavish Pink in 2018 and
we are even more proud to introduce the accompaniers, Lavish Purple and Lavish
White. The first and only multibract lavender brings season long color. The Lavish
series is near neutral allowing season-long programming. Each flower will last
five to six weeks — phenomenal! Excellent for indoor retail and outdoor seasonal,
lavender is the hottest crop in North America and Lavish is the most sought
cultivar, as it is the easiest to finish and the quickest to sell!
6 2019 New Perennials
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Growing Colors
1. Anemone Spring Beauty PPAF
WOW! The first ever pink or white spring-blooming Anemone! Hot pink flowers are
held above very upright growing foliage, flowers are sterile so they won’t reseed,
works well in container or borders. Height: 18”.
2. Echinacea ‘Orange Fascinator’ PPAF
A Growing Colors exclusive, from breeder Marco van Noort, stunning dark orange
fully doubled flowers are showy and will appear summer through fall, upright and
clumping habit. Height: 16-18”.

90+ NEW Varieties for 2019

3. Hemerocallis ‘Double Pardon Me’ PP22799
Named after the poplar ‘Pardon Me’, large deep red flowers like its namesake, but
double with as many as 18 petals for a unique twist. Height: 18”.

8 2019 New Perennials
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Intrinsic Perennial
Gardens
1. Gemum ‘Chery Bomb’
Semi-double sterile flowers between grenadine and vermillion red fade to cherry
pink. Held on maroon stems to 15” tall. Nice fuzzy green foliage too in mound 10” tall
and 12”-15” wide. Rich moist soil 50 plug 1.50 in sun is best.
2. Sedum ‘Lime Joy’
Gray-green foliage erupts on vigorous plants. By mid-July, domed lime green buds
resemble Hydrangeas. In September, the flowerheads swell to 6-8” packed domes of
pink and magenta bi-color flowers. NEW for 2019 - the strong stems grow to 15” tall
and take on some red-purple coloration. 70 plug 1.25 Full sun, well-drained soil.
3. Pennisetum ‘Yellow Ribbons’
Yellow foliage plants are nearly the same size as ‘Hameln’ with thin golden yellow
foliage that mellows to chartreuse yellow by fall. NEW for 2019 - light tan colored
flowers bloom in August and end in October on 24” stems. 50 plug 2.50 Zone 5 to 9.

10 2019 New Perennials
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1. Vanilla™ Cabana Canna™
Canna flaccida x ppaf
Vanilla is the first pure white canna on the market! With repeating elegant blooms,
naturally compact foliage and a virus-free index, Vanilla checks every box as the
perfect perennial for containers and landscapes! Hardy to Zone 7, the Cabana Canna
collection is truly, Canna at its finest.
Summer Spice™ Hardy Hibiscus
They say variety is the spice of life and the Summer Spice™ Hardy Hibiscus brings
a deliciously fresh, low-maintenance twist to the landscape. J. Berry is thrilled to
bring the Summer Spice™ Hardy Hibiscus Collection to market. With its unique range
of colors, luncheon plate sized flowers, tremendous bud and bloom count on a
naturally compact form, they are a breakthrough in hardy Hibiscus breeding.
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SCOTT STERLING

2. Crème de la Cocoa™ Summer Spice™ Hardy Hibiscus
Hibiscus x moscheutos ‘4395’ ppaf
What gardener wouldn’t be tempted to include the lusciously rich, dark, chocolatered blooms of Crème de la Cocoa in their garden? It’s not only eye candy for
consumers but bees, butterflies and beneficials will be tempted by it as well.
Reaching 3 inches in height and width, it is a delectable hardy perennial in
containers or the landscape in Zones 5 through 9.
3. Plum Flambe™ Summer Spice™ Hardy Hibiscus
Hibiscus x moscheutos ‘4385’ ppaf
The bright purple color of Plum Flambe™ ignites every perennial border. These
sizzling blooms create delectable, eye-catching movement, that everyone wants a
taste of! Reaching 3 inches in height and width, it has a naturally compact habit. It is
a scrumptious hardy perennial in containers or the landscape in Zones 5 through 9.

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGER
SCOTT@JBERRYNURSERY.COM

JOHN WILSON
YOUNG PLANTS DIVISION MANAGER
JWILSON@JBERRYNURSERY.COM

BROOKE MCCOWN
YOUNG PLANTS DIVISION ASSISTANT
BROOKE@JBERRYNURSERY.COM

SUMMER SPICE

HARDY HIBISCUS
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1. Dianthus Rockin’™
This dynamite series will keep perennial borders rocking for years to come, thanks to
its vivid color, durable performance and count-on-it overwintering. The Rockin’ series
opens the door to premium product sales in perennial quart and gallon programs for
mid-Spring and the Autumn decorating season. There are three bold new colors for
2020: Purple, Rose and Pink Magic. Their lacy, slightly scented flowers sit atop full and
long-lasting plants – this one delivers lots of plant for the money that’s sure to satisfy
gardeners. Reliably overwinters to USDA Zone 5 to assure multi-year performance.
2. Leucanthemum Madonna
Madonna lets you send better-looking shasta daisy containers to retail. It offers better
uniformity in height and habit over its competitors, plus it’s an excellent alternative
to vegetative leucanthemum. It doesn’t need vernalization or have a risk for bacterial
infection. The result is picture-perfect containers on the bench and in the store.
Madonna is a Fleuroselect Gold Medal winner, too. It features excellent vigor and leaf
quality. Up to 15% of its petals may have a laced edge for a unique look. It blooms
Summer through Autumn and mixes well in combination plantings. Hardy to USDA
Zone 5a.
3. Salvia nemorosa Salvatore Blue
Open the door to seed salvia! With the tallest spikes and the deepest blue color, new
Salvatore Blue is an excellent alternative to vegetative salvia. Plus, it offers a critical
daylength of 10 hours for finishing in early Spring, which previously was only possible
with vegetative varieties. This premium-looking salvia has a dark-colored calyx, spike
and flower. Its black stem makes a dramatic statement in the home garden. This
Fleuroselect Novelty winner is more vigorous than New Dimension™ Blue and is better
suited for gallons. It’s ideal for annual and overwintering production. Hardy to USDA
Zone 4a.
14 2019 New Perennials
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Kieft Seed™ Perennials
from PanAmerican Seed®

©2019 Ball Horticultural Company 1920455-GIED
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ROCKIN’™
DIANTHUS

These #1 hits will rock the garden!
Red

W Pink Magi
c
NE

W Purple
NE

NEW Rose

4 striking, vibrant colors. Long bloom time. Durable, reliable
performance. A rock star for mid-Spring and Fall décor.
Lacy and lightly scented. Overwinters in Zone 5.
Get bold color that keeps on rockin’ in the garden.
Order your Rockin’ dianthus seed and plugs today.
panamseed.com
630 231-1400 800 231-7065
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RETAILERS

It’s All About Connections!
A unique, two-brand marketing approach connects our varieties through to
the end consumer, using the latest in social media marketing communications.
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Must Have Perennials
1. Dendranthema Autumn Spice Igloo’
USPPAF is a truly hardy perennial in USDA Zones 4-9; full sun. Covered in 1¾ inches
of orange-bronze blooms and attractive lobed green leaves, it grows into a showstopping ball of color with no pinching. With a mature height of 18-20 inches tall and
24-30 inches in spread, the Igloo series brings unprecedented uniformity and flower
power to the late summer/early autumn perennial border.
2. Lychnis flos-cuculi ‘Petit Henri’ USPPAF
This boasts a candelabra of shaggy, white, double flowers about ¾ inches in
diameter, with a foliage of grey-green. Height is 18-24 inches tall and spread is 1418 inches wide. With an exceptionally long bloom time from late spring through fall,
the Lychnis flos-cuculi can grow in sun/part shade in USDA Zones 3-8. It’s great in
small cottage gardens and containers. It attracts hummingbirds and butterflies and
tolerates deer.

Enjoy the full benefits of
our marketing activities:
• Sign up for our Blog
• Register as a grower
or retail supplier
• Found a plant? We can help
you introduce it worldwide.

NEW!
Consumer Garden Designs
Feature Rozanne and Friends
varieties with free,
downloadable P.O.P.

Trade = Must Have Perennials®
www.musthaveperennials.com

Consumers = Rozanne and Friends ®
www.rozanneandfriends.com

3. Lupinus polyphyllus Westcountry ‘Blacksmith’ USPPAF
Nothing quite creates the “wow” effect in a garden or container like Lupines. Their
dark purple and white bicolor spikes are 30 inches tall with a 25- to 30-inch spread.
Its strong stems don’t require staking since it can grow in a 2-gallon or larger
container in full sun/part shade, USDA Hardy Zones 5-7. Bloom time is late spring
to early summer. It is grown from tissue culture. Vernalization is not required, but
bulking is suggested.
All are offered by Must Have Perennials® through licensed propagators.
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The world’s most popular plant on
social media with 111,000 likes on
Facebook!
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With our Allium bare roots we focus
on the crown, knowing a large crown
creates a large plant.

Amazing Alliums
take root here.
1

2

From the beginning we have
continuously worked to improve, grade
generously, and offer the very best
product we can. This goal has led us
to become the largest supplier of bare
root perennials in North America with
one of the most diverse catalogs. Bare
root has always been a part of our
identity and represents our continued
commitment.

3

Walters Gardens
1. Brunnera macrophylla ‘Queen of Hearts’ PPAF CPBRAF
This new stunning foliage perennial from Proven Winners® Perennials will be
the queen of the shade (and your heart). ‘Queen of Hearts’ has heart-shaped
leaves and a pronounced silver overlay with narrow bands of dark green veining.
Exceptionally large leaves can grow up to 12” wide. Zones 3-8.
2. Allium ‘Serendipity’ PPAF CPBRAF
Anyone looking for reliable late summer color and exceptional deer and rabbit
resistance should consider this new perennial from Proven Winners®. This sport of
A. ‘Millenium’ shares all of the qualities that made ‘Millenium’ so popular, with the
addition of glaucous blue foliage. Zones 4-8.
3. Sedum ROCK ‘N GROW® ‘Boogie Woogie’ PPAF CPBRAF
People love variegation in perennials and this is an exciting new option! Enter
‘Boogie Woogie’, a fantastic summer-flowering groundcover perennial that will
definitely make your garden feel groovy. This new perennial from Proven Winners®
has cream margins that make the plant look bright and is sprinkled with yellow
flowers during early to mid-summer. Zones 3-9.

TM
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Premium Perennials. Rewarding Results.
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ACHILLEA
Achillea ‘Firefly Sunshine,’ a new bright
yellow achillea from Proven Winners,
has flowers that hold their color as they
age for an impressively long season of
bloom. ‘Firefly Sunshine’ differs from
other yarrow due to its taller height and
uncompromising sturdiness. Don’t miss
the other members of the collection,
coming in colors of pink, peachy-orange
and white. Zones 3-8.

Hemerocallis Island
St. Catherines

AGASTACHE
Agastache SUNNY SPARKS Pink, from
Danziger and available through the
ThinkPlants program, flowers around
four weeks from transplanting and
offers better plant structure compared
to seed varieties. This Zone 5 perennial provides first year flowering with
no cooling period needed. SUNNY
SPARKS’ purple-pink blooms are very
large and the flowers last for at least four
months, from spring until frost, providing long-lasting color to garden beds and
containers. SUNNY SPARKS Pink is
recommended for gallons or larger.

VARIETIES
Your guide to the latest perennial varieties from around the world
Compiled by Sierra Allen, Chris Manning, Kate Spirgen and Patrick Williams
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Agastache Sunrise Salmon Pink,
a striking new bicolor, joins the now
eight-color Sunrise series from Green
Fuse Botanicals, making it the most extensive Agastache series ever. Daylength
neutral and no cooling requirements not
only make the Sunrise a quick finish, but
their masses of flower spikes blur the line
of annual and perennial. Zone 5 hardy,
the Sunrise series will win over homeowners almost as much as hummingbirds and other pollinators. The minty
scent of the foliage makes sure that all
five senses are engaged on the retail level.

Achillea
‘Firefly
Sunshine’

Agastache
Sunrise
Salmon Pink

Agastache
SUNNY
SPARKS
Pink

ALSTROEMERIA
Royal Van Zanten has a new addi2019 New Perennials 21
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Arenaria
Winter
Lemon

Charmelita

tion to its pot alstroemeria assortment:
Charmelita. The plants in this interesting series display the same distinctive
flowers as the cut flowers of its older
sister, Charmelia. Charmelitas are genetically compact and are remarkable
because of their profusion of flowers and
extra-long keeping quality. They develop
into robust compact plants for troublefree transport.
ARENARIA
Arenaria Winter Lemon, from Syngenta Flowers and available through the
ThinkPlants program, has a compact
and grower-friendly habit. Ideal for
smaller containers, it’s well-matched
with Arenaria Winter White. It has low
chilling requirements and excellent early
spring color. Height: 10 inches. Width:
6 inches. Bloom months: Early to late
spring. USDA Zones 7-9. Container
size: 1 to 2.5 quarts.
ATHYRIUM
Add fine textures to your shade garden
with Athyrium niponicum ‘Crested
Surf,’ a new Japanese painted fern from
22 2019 New Perennials

Proven Winners. ‘Crested Surf ’ has
similar coloring to traditional varieties
but stands out with unique double-crested fronds and impressive vigor. A taller
variety. Zones 3-8.
CALLA
Calla Captain Brunello, from Kapiteyn and available through the ThinkPlants program, has vivid orange
blooms with a yellow exterior. It is
a taller variety with large blooms. It
has a very strong color, long shelf-life
and high number of flowers per tuber.
Its orange blooms are good for both
spring and fall sales. Height: 18 inches.

Athyrium
niponicum
‘Crested
Surf’

Calla
Captain
Solo

Width: 18 inches. Bloom months: Early
spring to fall. USDA Zone 8.
Calla Captain Solo, from Kapiteyn and
available through the ThinkPlants program, is a short pot variety. It has a very
strong color with a long shelf-life, as well
as a high number of flowers per tuber. Its
bright yellow blooms are good for both
spring and fall sales. Height: 18 inches.
Width: 18 inches. Bloom months: Early
spring to fall. USDA Zone: 8. Container
size: 2.5 quarts and larger.

Caryopteris
PAVILION Pink

Calla
Captain
Brunello
CARYOPTERIS
Caryopteris PAVILION Pink, from
Danziger and available through the
ThinkPlants program, delivers late summer color that lasts through early fall.
This Zone 5 perennial features first-year
flowering without a cooling period. PAVILION Pink’s fluffy, blush-pink flowers
arrive in late summer and last throughout the season. It is a great fall item,
recommended for quarts and gallons.
CYCLAMEN
HALIOS LITCHI
Rose exp. from
Morel Diffusion
is a new fancy
color lined with
clearer rose. It
is a very round
plant growth and tightened with a very
contrasted marble foliage. It has plentiful
blooming and very small leaves. With an
impressive flower count, it is recommended for big pots. It is a long-lasting
plant.
2019 New Perennials 23
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METALIS
magenta

METALIS from Morel Diffusion
is a new range for the lovers of “midishaped” flowers. It has an excellent new
range of six colors. Very homogeneous
port. Very contrasted silvery foliage.
Very round growth and a very dense foliage. Bright silver leaves extremely regular. For performance and profitability.
TIANIS FANTASIA from Morel Diffusion is an evolution of the range in three
colors: Red exp., Deep Magenta evolution exp. and Purple evolution exp.
The new generation of TIANIS FANTASIA offers larger sized flowers and more
differentiable of the “mini” series.
Shorter and very well centered stalks.
High performances for outdoor use.
DELOSPERMA
The intensity and brightness of Delosperma Delmara Fuchsia from
Green Fuse Botanicals is an excellent
accompaniment to yellow, orange, red
and pink in this award-winning series of
delosperma. Delmara has a tight, wellrounded habit that produces year-long
masses of flowers throughout the plant,
24 2019 New Perennials
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TIANIS
FANTASIA
Rouge

Delosperma
Delmara
Fuchsia

Delosperma
WOW
Salmony
Pink Wonder

not just on the tips like other delosperma
series. The Delmara series was bred from
alpine delosperma, so not only does it
bloom year-round without the need for
lighting or vernalization, it is also Zone
3 hardy.
Delosperma WOW Salmony Pink
Wonder from Jaldety is a great addition
to the beautiful series of Delosperma
Wheels of Wonder. Masses of eyecatching salmony pink, big flowers
create a huge color impact. It flowers
continuously for a very long period.
Exceptionally drought and heat tolerant,
winter hardy. Easy to care, attracts bees
and butterflies. Great for mix containers,
hanging baskets for patio and balcony,
mass planting, low borders.
DENDRANTHEMA
Dendranthema Brilliant Igloo’ from
Must Have Perennials is a truly hardy
perennial in USDA Zones 4-9; full sun.
Covered in 1¾-inch sunshine-bright
yellow blooms. Grows into a showstopping ball of color with no pinching.
Mature height is 18-20 inches tall with

Dendranthema
Brilliant Igloo’
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Dianthus
interspecific
Supra Scarlet

a 24-30 inch spread. The Igloo series
brings unprecedented uniformity and
flower power to the late summer/early
autumn perennial border.
DIANTHUS
Dianthus interspecific Supra Scarlet
from Hem Genetics has an intense
orange-red color that will pop in the
garden. It is the latest color addition to
Hem Genetics’ Supra series of perennial dianthus. Flowering the first year,
this series is a cross between two speDicentra ‘Pink Diamonds’

New Varieties: PERENNIALS
cies, Dianthus chinensis with superbus,
and the latter imparts hardiness to
USDA Zones 5 to 11, plus improved
heat tolerance. Supras were rated as top
“Summer Survivors” in the FNGLA
trials in Florida the past four years. Being interspecific, they don’t form seeds;
the effort goes into producing more
flowers. Two Supra varieties, Purple
and Pink, won AAS awards. And they
work equally well as annuals.
DICENTRA
Dicentra ‘Pink Diamonds’
is not your typical Dicentra — it is
not a shade plant. Proven Winners
perennials selected this alpine variety
for its fern-like foliage, long season of
bloom and performance in full sun.
Clusters of pink flowers will appear
over the foliage from the beginning of
summer well into autumn. Excellent as
either a container or landscape plant.
Zones 3-9.

ECHINACEA
The Sombrero series from Darwin
Perennials is known for its sturdy,
compact plants covered in bright, rich
colors. Its vibrant color is only matched
by its exceptional winter hardiness and
excellent branching. Highly floriferous
with blooms that attract butterflies and
birds. It has great retail presentation,
commanding a premium price. Plant
Sombrero in the spring and sell it the
same year. New for 2020 are bright
yellow Summer Solstice, which has a
white halo around its center cone, and
Tango Tangerine, a coral/salmon tone
with modern appeal. Hardiness Zones
4b-9b.
Echinacea ‘Tweety,’ presented by
Emerald Coast Growers, brightens any
spot with its large, golden-yellow flowers
and compact habit. It grows to 8 inches
tall and 6 inches wide. ‘Tweety’ stands
out for its excellent pot performance but
also excels in gardens and combinations.
It prefers sandy, well-drained soil and full
sun. ‘Tweety’ blooms from early summer
to fall and is hardy to Zone 4.

Erysimum
SUNSTRONG Orange
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Echinacea
‘Tweety’

Summer Solstice

ERYSIMUM
Erysimum
Erysistible
series, from
Syngenta
Flowers and
available
through the
Erysistible
ThinkPlants
Tricolor
program, is
Zone 5-9 hardy with bright bold colors
including a tricolor (first in its class).
Controlled, well-branched plants work
across a range of containers. A great
2019 New Perennials 27
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Gaura
lindheimeri
‘Summer
Bloom’

thriller plant in large containers. It is also
stunning in the landscape.
Gaura Bantam
Iris Pink

choice for vibrant colors in the early
spring that extends into the heat of
summer. Height: 22 inches. Width:
16 inches. Bloom months: early to late
spring. Container size: 1 to 2.5 quarts.
Erysimum Sunstrong Orange, from
Danziger and available through the
ThinkPlants program, is a true breakthrough in breeding. In the past, Erysimum were seen only as spring bloomers.
Sunstrong flowers early and provides
blooms all summer long, even in the
southern U.S. Sunstrong delivers firstyear flowering without a cooling period,
offering growers more flexibility and
the opportunity to extend the season on
either end. Sunstrong Orange has bright,
tangerine-hued flowers with a delicate,
fresh scent. This Zone 6 perennial has
exceptional heat tolerance and is a great
28 2019 New Perennials

GAURA
The introduction of Gaura Bantam
Iris Pink from Green Fuse Botanicals
brings an explosion of color into the
Bantam Series. Iris is daylength neutral,
just like Bantam white and pink. It also
shines with a rainbow of variegated foliage in cream, pink, green and red. Iris
is Zone 5 hardy and works equally well
in the garden as it does in containers. It
makes an excellent combination component in a perennial or annual mix.
Gaura lindheimeri ‘Summer Bloom’
from Hishtil has compact to dwarfish
perennial plants with large and crowded
flowers in a range of colors (Cherry,
Pink and White). It grows up to 40
cm in height and has a long flowering
season. This series is easy to maintain,
full sun and a little bit of water is all that
is needed. It can be used for planting
a garden hedge and borders to create a
great blossoming appearance.

Gaura STEFFI Dark Rose, from
Danziger and available through the
ThinkPlants program, provides firstyear flowering with no cooling needed.
STEFFI Dark Rose shows excellent heat
tolerance with a medium growing habit.
It will also bloom in short days. This
Zone 6 perennial provides continuous
rosy, dark-pink blooms from early spring
through fall. It’s great in the landscape or
in large containers. The STEFFI series is
recommended for gallons or larger pot
production.
GEUM
Geum coccineum Orange Queen from
Hem Genetics is a very beautiful small
perennial with bright orange flowers
profusely produced in mid and late
spring. Geum seed is often difficult to
germinate. We treat the seed using various processes, including priming, which
dramatically improves the germination,
uniformity and yield. While Geum will
produce flowers the first year, flowering
is greatly increased by vernalizing the
plants. Hardy in USDA Zones 5-9. Also

Gaura
Steffi
Dark Rose

Geum
coccineum
Orange
Queen

Geum Top
Shelf Margarita

a beautiful addition to container gardens.
The clear and bright yellow of Geum Top
Shelf Margarita from Intrinsic Perennial Gardens is nearly semi-double and
stands out against the deep green foliage.
Upright habit of red stems 15 to 18
inches tall. Makes great presentation in
pots and at retail. Reliable rebloom on
almost half of the plants is an exciting
addition to this genus after 10 years of
breeding.
GYPSOPHILA
Gypsophila cerastioides Pretty Maid from
Jaldety is a great flowering hardy peren2019 New Perennials 29
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nial with masses of white with light pink
veins and fragrant flowers. Mounding,
dense habit. Perfect for spring color from
April onward, attracts bees and butterflies, easy to maintain. Excellent for patio
plants, combinations with other hardy
perennials, rock gardens, containers.

Gypsophila cerastioides Pretty Maid

Hemerocallis
Island Jekyll

Heuchera LITTLE
CUTIES ‘Shimmer’
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HEMEROCALLIS
Hemerocallis Island Collection from
Unex, available through the ThinkPlants program, includes the new
varieties Cumberland, Jekyll, St. Simons
and St. Catherine’s. These new Hemerocallis all have very large flowers and very
durable strapping foliage. All the new
Island Hemerocallis are tetraploids, making them vigorous, fast to flush and able
to fill a container. The flowers on these
new introductions do not disappoint.
They are all of grand size, with bright
colors and many have a beautiful ruffled
edge. USDA Zone 4. Will take full sun.
Produced by bare root. Varying heights
and sizes in the collection.
HEUCHERA
Heuchera LITTLE CUTIES ‘Shimmer’
from Terra Nova Nurseries has striking
silver-green leaves and blooms deep-pink
flowers from April to November. The
petite heuchera and mounding perennial
is a long bloomer and has dense crowns
of green foliage. USDA Hardiness Zones
for Heuchera LITTLE CUTIES ‘Shimmer’ are 4-9, and it offers the ability for
partial to full sun exposure. The variety’s
mature plant height is 5 inches, with
a width of 11 inches and an extended
flower height of 15 inches. The perennial

Heucherella
‘Indigo Frost’
Heuchera
Northern
Exposure
Sienna

Heucherella
‘Peach Tea’

works wonderfully in mass plantings,
containers, borders, mixed beds or even
as a houseplant.
Heuchera Northern Exposure Sienna
from Terra Nova Nurseries shows crisp,
fresh green leaves in the fall and spring
that blend into a sienna orange in the
summer. Heuchera Northern Exposure
Sienna blooms pink flowers from April
to June. This showy garden plant was
bred from hardy
H. richardsonii and keeps its appearance longer in the season than any other
heuchera. The variety’s mature plant
height is 13 inches, with a width of 21
inches and an extended flower height of
22 inches. Heuchera Northern Exposure
Sienna’s Zones are 4-9. This plant can
grow in full sun or partial shade.
HEUCHERELLA
Heucherella ‘Indigo Frost’ from Terra

Nova Nurseries has dark purple leaves
and multiple crowns that produce
pink buds. The pink buds eventually
develop into white flowers that bloom
from May to July. The dark purple and
silver-veiled leaves of this fast-growing
perennial can add needed winter color
to a garden. USDA Hardiness Zones for
Heucherella ‘Indigo Frost’ are 4-9 and
it is a partial- to full-shade variety. It has
a small, mounding habit with a mature
plant height of 7 inches, a width of 8
inches and an extended flower height of
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Zones 5a-9a.

Lavandula
angustifolia
BeeZee Dark
Blue

Hosta
‘Dancing
Darling’

9 inches.
Heucherella ‘Peach Tea’ from Terra
Nova Nurseries has large peachy-red
leaves that contrast beautifully with
its cream-white flowers. This plant is
vigorous and compact while also offering
a glow of daintiness to the landscape.
Heucherella ‘Peach Tea’ works well in a
container, in a mass-planting and as a
summer border. USDA Hardiness Zones
for Heucherella ‘Peach Tea” are 4-9. It
has a mature plant height of 12 inches,
a width of 22 inches and an extended
flower height of 17 inches.
HOSTA
Hosta ‘Dancing Darling’, presented
by Emerald Coast Growers, features
unique yellow-golden curled foliage with green edges. Plant ‘Dancing
Darling’ in a moist, cool, humus-rich
and well-drained soil. It prefers sun to
shade. ‘Dancing Darling’ reaches 15-20
inches tall and 24 inches wide. This fast32 2019 New Perennials

Hosta ‘Proud
Treasure’

growing hosta is excellent as a specimen
plant, for mixed containers, in mass
plantings or in borders.
Hosta ‘Proud Treasure’, presented by
Emerald Coast Growers, has beautiful
glossy green foliage with a wide margin
that’s first yellow, then changes to creamwhite. It creates a beautiful contrast
against dark, red stems and lilac flowers.
The foliage is thick, strong and slugresistant. ‘Proud Treasure’ prefers sun to

Lavandula
angustifolia
‘Annet’

shade and grows 11-14 inches tall and
16 inches wide. Try this fast grower in
mixed combinations, mass plantings or
borders, or as a specimen plant.
LAVANDULA
Lavandula angustifolia ‘Annet’, an
English lavender from Darwin Perennials, has super-sturdy, strong stems
that makes it an excellent lavender for
bouquets. Holds up to shipping and
remains healthy at retail. No vernalization required. Gardeners will have large
florets throughout the heat of summer.

In co-operation with the world-famous
plant breeder David Kerley, Hishtil is
proud to introduce to you the new and
exclusive Lavandula angustifolia BeeZee
series. This series brings five colors of
hardy, angustifolia ‘English’ lavender.
A completely uniform series with the
same height, compact habit and flowering time. Perfect for 1- and 2-liter pot
production, packs and mail order sales.
The series consists of White, Pink, Light
Blue, Blue and Dark Blue.
Lavandula angustifolia Promise
(Hidcote-type) from Hem Genetics
is a variety with profuse flower production on a plant with a compact habit
with the typical lavender scent. Perfect
for the perennial garden as a source of
fragrance that can also be brought indoors for use in potpourris and culinary
creations. Seed is treated and primed
for improved germination percent,
uniformity and yield. For best flowering,
Promise should be vernalized. Hardy in
USDA Zones 5-9.

As the first professional-quality seed
Lavandula stoechas
on the market,
Lavandula Bandera from Kieft
Seed Perennials
from PanABandera
merican Seed
Lavandula angustifolia Promise
Deep Rose
is an excellent
(Hidcote-type)
Arizona Pink Beauty conversion opportunity from vegetative.
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Lewisia cotyledon
Special Mix

Lupinus polyphyllus Westcountry
Persian Slipper’

ner. It produces deep summer color in
purple and rose that flowers long into
the season. It holds its dense, mounded
habit in the garden without falling open.
Attract bees and butterflies, as well as
customers!

Prairie Dog

This compact, bush, no-pinch plant,
now available in Deep Purple and Deep
Rose, has great flower power just 11 to
14 weeks from transplant. And it’s quick
to finish compared to vegetative varieties.
No pinch means less production time,
making it an all-around perennial win34 2019 New Perennials

LEWISIA
Lewisia cotyledon Special Mix from Benary is a striking perennial as versatile
as it is beautiful. Use it as a gift plant,
flowering succulent or accent plant in
borders, mixed containers and rock
gardens. Lewisia Special Mix is a true
perennial so it flowers in the first year
and then every year after. Special Mix
thrives in full sun and is quite droughttolerant and blooms for months in
most climates. Color mix of rose,
salmon shades and pink. Available as
ApeX seed.

LUPINUS
Lupinus polyphyllus
Westcountry Persian
Slipper’ is new from
Must Have Perennials. Lupines make
a statement with a
capital “S” in gardens
or containers. Dusty
periwinkle blue spikes
are 24 inches tall and
25-30 inches wide.
Strong stems don’t
require staking. Grow
in a 2-gallon or larger
container in full sun/
part shade. Zones
5-7. Bloom time is
late spring. Grown
from tissue culture.
Vernalization not
required, but bulking
is suggested.
PANICUM
Prairie Dog from
Intrinsic Perennial
Gardens was selected
for a more reserved
habit growing 4-5 feet
tall with new for 2019
clean blue foliage
on upright growth.
Heavy flower plants
bloom on the top
third of the plant.

Pennisetum
setaceum
Fuzzy

PENNISETUM
Enjoy high-quality, professional seed
of this popular, hardy perennial. Also

known as fountain grass, Pennisetum
setaceum Fuzzy from Benary has fine
green leaves and a 4-5 inches (10-12
cm) pink/purple inflorescence which
forms in mid-summer. The full, lush
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Penstemon
‘Pentastic’
Pink

habit forms attractive dense tufts in the
spring, then rapidly matures into tall
arching “fountain” of grass for bedding
and mixed containers. It also provides
beautiful winter interest. Available as
rubbed seed with good availability.
PENSTEMON
The Penstemon ‘Pentastic’ series from
Hishtil, featuring Blush, Pink, Red and
Rose, shows tremendous results. No
PGR is needed. A uniform growth habit
and flowering, long flowering season
and big bell-shaped flowers make this
series so desirable to many clients. Pinch
once and get a well-branching, heavy
blooming container performance.
SALVIA
Salvia Apex Blue and Pink, from
Danziger and available through the
ThinkPlants program, is available in
both Blue and Pink. It features first36 2019 New Perennials
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is a flowering and structure plant — an
evergreen bushy tender hardy perennial.
Distinct flowers start, icy blue, mature to
lilac, large free flowering flowers. An eyecatching flower color early summer to
autumn. Excellent, upright, well-branching, dense habit. Easy to care, attracts
butterflies and bees, low maintenance.
Use for small beds, big containers for patio and decks (great contrast to hot color
varieties), mix borders, group garden
planting, cottage and meadow gardens.

Salvia
Apex Blue

year flowering with no cooling period
needed. This compact and exceptionally
uniform salvia series is hardy to Zone
4. Apex boasts upright, well-branched
inflorescences that are very quick to
rebloom. The foliage stays short and
narrow, allowing the flowers to stand
out. Apex Salvia is recommended for
gallons or larger containers.
Salvia So Cool Pale Blue from Jaldety

Green Fuse Botanicals has developed a completely new classification
on nemorosa, Multiflora. A proven
performer in coast to coast trials, Salvia
Swifty Multiflora is a clear winner
as the only Salvia nemorosa that not
only survives the heat of the south, but
thrives. Swifty Multiflora will produce
two to three times more blooms than
market leaders and, more importantly,
will not “bolt” or split after first flower.
Extremely high resistance to bacterial leaf
spot makes this all-new series a must for
all perennial growers. Swifty Multiflora is
available in both Violet and Rose.
SCABIOSA
Scabiosa incisa ‘Kudo’ from Hishtil,
available in Pink and White, is a magnet
for bees and butterflies. Ideal for beds
and borders with abundant flowering all
summer long.

Salvia So Cool
Pale Blue

SEDUM
A petite new addition to the popular
SunSparkler sedum series, ‘Angelina’s
Teacup’ is a mini of sedum ‘Angelina’

Swifty
Multiflora
Rose

Scabiosa incisa
‘Kudo’ White

‘Angelina’s
Teacup’
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presented by Emerald Coast Growers.
As the smallest SunSparkler and the
first non-blooming ‘Angelina’, it forms
a tight groundcover just 3 inches tall
and 18 inches wide. Its bright yellow
foliage lasts into fall, when cool temperatures bring on a blush of orange.
‘Angelina’s Teacup’ prefers full sun and
is hardy in Zones 3-9.

‘Dream Dazzler’

Sedum ‘Peach Pearls’

Sedum rupestre
Prima Angelina
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New to the popular SunSparkler series
of sedums is ‘Dream Dazzler’, a sport
of ‘Plum Dazzled’, presented by Emerald Coast Growers. Its vivid tricolor
leaves feature hot pink edges around
deep purple and green centers. Masses
of rich magenta flowers cover plants
starting in early fall. ‘Dream Dazzler’
reaches up to 8 inches high and spreads
to approximately 24 inches. It prefers
sun to part sun and is hardy in Zones
4-9.
Sedum ‘Peach Pearls’ from Terra
Nova Nurseries is noted for its burgundy leaves, rose-gold flowers and multiple
crowns in its first year. Sedum ‘Peach
Pearls’ is a pollinator attractor, deerresistant and forms an excellent habit.
This fast-growing perennial blooms in
August and September, and can add
splashes of orange and pink tones for
mixed beds, borders, rock gardens or
containers. Zones for Sedum ‘Peach
Pearls’ are 4-9 and it has a mature plant
height of 14 inches, width of 24 inches
and an extended flower height of 20
inches. This sedum variety allows for
full sun exposure.

The striking needle-shaped leaves of
Sedum rupestre Prima Angelina, a
Stonecrop from Darwin Perennials,
are a brilliant, golden yellow color. It’s
wonderful as a groundcover or for rock
gardens. It’s deer-resistant and has fascinated winter interest too, where it retains its gold color. A sport of ‘Angelina’,
this variety has a denser, more compact
habit and more vivid color. Ideal for 1to 2.5-quart pot sizes. Zones 4a-9b.
Sedum Silver Roses from Jaldety are
structure and color plants. These lowgrowing hardy perennials are grown for
their attractive silver, rosette-like, succulent, fleshy foliage. Mounding, matforming, dense habit. Heat and drought
tolerant, low maintenance. Great
contrasting small groundcovers, rock
gardens, low borders, along walkways,
front of flowerbeds, miniature gardens,
containers and combinations.
This sister seedling to Intrinsic Perennial Gardens’ ‘Pillow Talk’, Sunset
Boulevard, has darker raspberry-colored flowers and exceptional fall foliage
and color throughout the plant with
lime-green, orange and red fall foliage
on red stems with new for 2019 winecolored seedheads. An exceptional fall
plant and great for containers. Does best
in full sun and well-drained soil.
Sedum ‘Yellow Brick Road’ is a gorgeous
groundcover sedum from Proven Winners perennials. Low and wide spreading,
‘Yellow Brick Road’ is perfect to edge patios and walkways, or to use as a spiller in

Sedum Silver Roses

Sunset Boulevard

Sedum ‘Yellow
Brick Road’
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Spigelia marilandica
‘Little Redhead’

containers. In late summer yellow flowers
completely cover the foliage. Zones 3-9.

Senecio crassissimus
Purple Line
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SENECIO
Senecio crassissimus Purple Line from
Jaldety is a great additional texture
and color plant. Upright, rounded
evergreen succulent, with an attractive silver- green, purple margins,
flat, fleshy foliage. Easy to grow, low
maintenance, drought tolerance. Can
be used for small landscape, garden
group planting, rock gardens, patio
plant, excellent in patio containers and
combinations with other succulents.

SPIGELIA
Spigelia is a versatile perennial, growing naturally in both sun and shade.
Spigelia marilandica ‘Little Redhead’
from Walters Gardens is a superior
selection of the species, vegetatively
propagated to ensure uniformity.
Dark red tubular flowers with yellow
interiors are produced above top of an
upright clump of dark green, wedgeshaped leaves. Available as a 1½ year
old bare root plant. Zones 5b-9.
VERBENA
Verbena bonariensis Purple Haze from
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Verbena rigida
Dazzling Nights

Verbena bonariensis
Purple Haze

Hem Genetics is one of the best pollinator/butterfly plants for the perennial garden and will flower throughout most of
the growing season. Verbena bonariensis
can be quite large, often 5 feet or taller,
so it is definitely a feature plant, but the
Hem Purple Haze matures at a height
of about 20% less than the species. V.
bonariensis is typically poor germinating
seed, with germ in the 30-50% range not
42 2019 New Perennials

uncommon. Hem offers only
“Profi” seed, which is treated
with several processes primed,
with a germination goal of
90% plus. Zones 7-11. Blooms
the first year.

Verbena rigida Dazzling Nights
from Hem Genetics is an
outstanding butterfly/pollinator
attractant for the garden and
grows to a height of approximately 24 inches. Blooming the
first year, it flowers profusely throughout
the growing season with deep lavender
purple flowers in terminal clusters. As a
perennial, it is best in ground plantings,
but it can also be used as an annual in
mixed containers to attract butterflies.
This species often has poor germination,
but Hem offers only primed “Profi” seed,
which germinates in the 90% range.
Zones 8-11.

Benary

815-756-4546

benary.com
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+972-3-9602525

danzigeronline.com

Darwin Perennials

888-800-0026

darwinperennials.com
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614-850-9551

dummenorange.com

Emerald Coast Growers

850-944-0808

ecgrowers.com

Green Fuse Botanicals
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green-fuse.com

Growing Colors

651-646-0881

growingcolors.com

Hem Genetics

United States: 260-982-5305
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hemgenetics.com

Hishtil
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hishtil.com

Intrinsic Perennial Gardens
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jaldety.com
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panamseed.com

Morel Diffusion
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cyclamen.com

Must Have Perennials
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Syngenta Flowers

1-800-630-3189
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Terra Nova Nurseries

1-800-215-9450
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Walters Gardens
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